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STRESS-INDUCED PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS IN RATE-TYPEVISCOELASTICITY
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Abstract -

A Maxwell's rate-type viscoelastic constitutive equation is used to describe stress-induced phase
transitions of shape memory alloys in an one-dimensional body. A simplified piecewise linear load-deformation
equilibrium curve of "van der Waals type" is prescribed and the non-convex free-energy of the model is
determined. We consider two classical types of loading devices: a hard device and a soft device.Energetic
estimates and numerical solutions for the corresponding problems are given.

1.-Introduction and problem description
Studies of the pseudo-elastic hysteresis, that occurs in the austenitic-martensiticphase transformations of shape
memory alloys have indicated that the main features of these transitions are predicted by the use of a non convex stored
energy, or equivalently, a non-monotone stress-deformation relation. See for example the simple Landau-Devonshiie
model which Fa& /I/ has applied to shape memory alloys and also the statistical-mechanicaltheory developped by Muller
I21 for a pseudo-elastic body that provides non-convex free energy curves. On the other hand, in the last years the energetic
study of rate-type viscoelastic constitutive equations seems to lead to a better description of the phase transitions
phenomena by means of such constitutive equations with a non-monotone equilibrium curve (see for instance Sul~ciu131,
Faciu I41 and the references given there).
In this paper we shall present some energetic estimates and numerical solutions for the initial-boundary value
problems which correspond to the classical types of loading devices in the dynamic rate-type viscoelastic theory of bars:
the soft device and the hard device. Comparaison with physical experiments repotted in the literature shows that the model
may describe qualitatively well different characteristicsof a superelastic loop such as the presence or absence of a peak at
the yield point and a sawtooth-likedeformation on the horizontal branches of the loops. The,model is also able to describe
the inhomogeneities which occur in the uniaxial hard-tension tests and the propagation of phase boundaries.
We consider one of the simplest geometrical situation of the dynamic theory of bars when the motion of an onedimensional body is described by the balance of momentum and by the compatib'ility equation
(1)
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where the unknown functions v, o and E are the particle velocity, the stress and the strain, respectively. p=const. 1 0 is the
mass density of the material in a spatially homogeneous reference configuration, x is the spatial Lagrangian coordinate
and t ER+ is the time. The system (1) must be completed by a constitutitve equation relating the stress G and the strain &.
It is well known that the classical phenomenological description of transitions between the liquid and vapor phases was
generally made, by using the constitutive model of a thermo-elastic fluid of van der Waals type. By analogy, the
phenomenon of phase transformations in solid bars (for example, austenitic-martensitic phase transition of shape memory
alloys) was modeled by certain authors (see for example /5/1 by means of a non- monotone elastic constitutive equation
(2)
o = OR(&)
n u s , function oR( ) is defined on an interval I, OEI, oR(0)=O, o,(.)Ec~(I) and for the assigned constants E, and E~

-

consistent with the requirement 0 < &,<% one supposes that
i) G ~ ( E>)0 on [0, E,J u ( E ~ )

and
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Usually, the constitutive function restricted to the interval [O,E,) is called the a-branch and the restriction of the
constitutive function to the interval ( E ~ ) is called the P-branch. If at some pair (x,t) the value of &(x,t)lies in the
Q,

interval (0, E,) (or in the interval (tB, ), then one says that the point x is in the a-phase ( P-phase) at time t. If the value
Q,

of &(x,t)lies in the interval (E,, EB) then one says that the point x is in the spinodal region (E,, EB) .
From mathematical point of view, the above elastic system (1+2), which governs the motion of the body has the
disadvantage that it leads to a mixed hyperbolic-elliptic initial value problem. The most obvious difficulty is then related
to the Hadamard's argument of ill-possedness of the Cauchy problem in the elliptic regime. From thermodynamical point
of view the most important disadvantage of the elastic model seems to be that the system is not able to describe how the
stress may deviate from the equilibriumone way to circumvent all these inconveniences is to use a Maxwell's type
viscoelastic model (see Suliciu I31 and Faciu 140 of the form
6 = E 6 + G(E,~)
(3)
which relates the stress history o=o(x,t) to the strain history E=E(x,~)of a given particle x of the body and where the dot
signifies the time derivative. Fkconst. > 0 is the dynamic Young's modulus and characterizes the instantaneous response of
the material and the relaxation modulus G may be taken in the simplest f o m
(4)
G(E,o) =-k (G-o~(E)),
i.e. linear dependent on the overstress function. Here k=const.>O is a Maxwell's type viscosity coefficient and Ilk is a
relaxation time. The equilibrium load-deformation curve of the viscoelastic model is supposed to be a non-monotone one ,
with the same properties i) and ii) as the elastic curve (2). This model has the capacity to describe qualitatively general
facts that are experimentally observed in shape memory alloys like creep,relaxation phenomena, inverse creep which
cannot be described by means of the constitutive equations of elasticity and classical plasticity. Moreover, the viscoelastic
system (l+3) has the advantage that it is always hyperbolic irrespective of the shape of the equlibrium curve oqR(&),
since E > 0. Thus the initial-boundary value problems are theoretically well-posed and the Hadamard's observation that the
wave speed ceases to be real if the slope of the curve o=oR(&) become negative is overcome. However, as it was shown in
a paper by Suliciu 131and as can be seen from the numerical experiments performed by Faciu I41 in the case of the familiar
van der Wads equation of state, the system(l+3) incorporates some physical instabilities due to the shape of the
equilibrium curve.These instabilities allow the model to describe differents characteristics of a superelastic loop which will
be discussed in the next sections. Another important point is that the viscoelastic model (3+4) can describe the way the
t ) deviate from the equilibrium states o(x,t)=rsR(&(x,t)),while the elastic one does not.
state ( ~ , o ) ( ~ ,may
2.-The free energy function
In this section we introduce the notion of free energy function and some of its properties. We construct this energy
function for the simplified viscoelastic piecewise linear model in order to illustrate how changes the free energy function
when the equilibrium curve modifies its shape.
The constitutive equation (I), is said to possess a free energy of strain and stress, compatible with the second law
of themodynamics, if there exists a smooth function y=y(&,o) such that py(&,o)< o E, for any process (&(t),o(t)),t~ [0, T).
One can prove (see 16 0 that there is a unique free energy function y=y(~,o),verifying y(O,O)=O, and

3 ?!LO.

(5)

$(~,o) G(E,o) s 0

if and only if the slope of the straightline connecting any two points on the equilibrium curve is bounded from above by
the instantaneous Young's modulus. Moreover, one shows that

*

is a solution of (5) where cp( )is an arbitrary smooth function of its argument. Since ao(~,oR(~))
= 0 ,for any E €1, we
deduce that

(7)

cpl(oR(&)- E E ) = - oR(E)/E
Let us consider the simpliefied case of a continuous piecewise linear function o==~(E)defined as follows:
for O < E ~ ,

(8)

1

o~(E)=-EZ(~-~a)+oa

for E E ( E ~ E ~ )

:-Eel+oP
for EX,.,
The entries of OR(&)and E, which may depend on the absolute temperature, are required to satisfy the restrictions
O<E1<E, O<E,< E,where O<E,<E~ ,o,>O, ( T , - ~ ~ = - E ~ ( E ~ oa=EI~,.
-E~),
We can show that function cp(.) is given in this case by relation

T ~ E ~ / ~ E ( E,- E ~ )

- 7'

(9)

E,/2EG+%)

7, $710

- 7 (E2~p+6p)/(E+E2)+ cpl,

T ~ E ~ / ~ E ( E - -E7, )(-E,&g+op)l(E-E3)+cp2 ,

where cpl =-

78 %aa
7<TP

72 (El +E2)/2(E+E2)(E-El), ( ~ 2 =cpl + 78(E3+E2)/2(E+E2)(E-E3). ~,=(&-E)E~ > T ~ = O ~ - E E ~ ,

Therefore we have the following result, established in 161in a more general case. The function W(E,O)given by (6) with cp
determined by (7) is the unique function verifying (5)2 with y(0,O) =O. Moreover, if we denote the free energy at
1
P
viscoelastic model is exactly the free energy of the elastic model. The free energy function py(e,a) of the viscoelastic
model is composed by a quadratic term in suess and by function cp. We can observe that function (p has the same
properties as the free energy for the simple Landau-Devonshire model which Falk /I/ has applied to shape memory alloys.
Therefore, we expect that our non-monotone load-deformation equilibrium curve may describe pseudo-elastic loops that
occur in the austenitic-martensitic phase transition . Indeed, from relation (9) and the construction of the free energy
where the equilibrium curve o=OR(&) changes the monotony
function it is easy to see that the states S=(E,~~(E)),
equilibrium by vR(E) = y(&,oR(&))we see from (6) and (7) that %(&)

= -oR(~),i.e.. the equilibrium free energy of the

correspond to the inflexion points s=(z=E-Eo~(&),(P(~))
of the function 9.; the states S=(E,O~(E))
where the equilibrium
curve G=o~(E)changes its sign correspond to the extremum points s= (m-EoR(&),cp(7))of function cp (see for example
F1g.l).

STRAIN
Fig.1 The change in free-energy (eq. (6)) that results from a change in the equilibrium curve.
3. - Energy estimates and numerical solutions
One can prove (see /6/ and the references given there) that the following energy identity

holds for all smooth solutions of the system (1+3). Here e*= e*(o ,E ,v ) = v2/2 + y ( ~ , a )is the density of the total energy
of the system (1+3). The energy identity (10) will allow us to draw important conclusions about the behaviour of the
solutions of the viscoelastic system if we lcnow when W(E,O)is positive at all states (e,o)
It will be of interest to see what will predict our rate-type viscoelastic model (3+4) when we simulate the
followings two classical tension tests.
a) Hard device.
We consider first that a bar of Ienght 1 is f m l y fixed at one end, the other being moved with a speed v,(t). This
means that we have to determine the solution of the following initial-boundary value problem
(11)
E(x90)=&,(x). Q(x,O)=Q0(x), v(x,O)=v,(x), for x E [0,1] and v(O,t)=vl(t), v(l,t)=O, for t~ [O,T)
for the system (1+3). When the speed vl(t)=v*=const. this problem corresponds to the usual physical experiment
performed in laboratory when a bar is deformed at the constant average main rate -v*/I.
By making the following change of dependent variables V(x,t) = v(x,t)-vl(t)(l- x/l) and using relations (1O)and
(5)2 we can show that the solution of the problem (11) satisfies the following inequalities (see131and141)
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(12)
and

where e(t) = b 2 / 2 + yr(~,cr))(x,t)dx,t > 0 is the total energy of the problem (1 1)
The energetic inequality (12) shows that, for any given function v,(t), t z 0 such that vt(s) and v ( s ) are integrable
on any finite time interval, the total energy e(t) is bounded by an energetic measure of the input data and inequality (13)
says that there is an approach to the equilibrium in L2 sense when k +m, i.e., when we want to consider the elastic
problem as a limiting case of the viscoelastic problem.
We shall be interested to study the exact solution of the problem (11) in the special case when
E,(x) = 0. oo(x) = 0, v,(x) = V*(1 - d),
for x E [0, 11 and v(0,t) = v* = const. < 0, v(1.t) = 0, for any t E [O, T)
(11)'
i.e.,when the bar is in the natural state (&=O,o=O)at the initial moment and the left end is moved with the constant speed
v*.
In paper by Suliciu /3/,(see also Faciu /4/) it was shown that, irrespective of the slope of the equilibrium curve,
there exists spatially homogeneous solutions in stress and strain of the form
v*
v(x,t) = v*(l-xn),
e(x,t) = - o(x,t)=cr(t), for any XE [0,1] and t E [O,T)
(14)
1 C+E,,
for the initid-boundary data problem (II)', where o=o(t) is determined as the solution of the differential equation
6(t) = -Ev*/l -k ( ~ ( t -) oR(~(t)),
(15)
o(O) = oo
Then, in order to study the homogeneous solution (14-15) it suffices to study the Cauchy problem :
d6(E)
kl
(16)
= - E + ~ * ( 6 ( ~ ) - 0 ~ ( & ) )S(&,)
,
= 0,

where a(&)= O((E, - E)UV*).
If we study the behaviour of a ( ~ with
)
respect to the equilibrium curve o=oR(&)(seefor example /3/and 140 we can
establish an estimate of the following type
Ev*
0 I (&(E)-o~(E))
IF,for EE [0, ~ u or) EE [E%00)
(17)

Ev*
(E+E2)v*
kl 4 (~(E-R(E)) I , for EE ( E ~E, ~ )
Therefore a continuous transition in time from phase a to phase P (or vice versa) spatially homogeneous in E and
o can be realised along a path which follows the equilibrium curve however close we want. Indeed, according to the
estimates (17) the homogeneous solution will be closer to the equilibrium curve ~ = L T ~ for
( E )larger viscosity coefficient k
and/or slower piston velocity v*.
From experimental point of view, it will be of interest to consider the more realistic initial-boundary value
problem,
for any t E [0, T).i.e.,
E,(x) = 0, o,(x) =.0, vo(x) = 0, for x E [0,1] and v(O,t)=v*= const. < 0, v(1.t) = 0,
(18)
we consider the bar initially at rest, then suddenly apply a constant particle velocity at x=O and hold fixed the end x = 1.
Since the viscoelastic system (1+3) is always hyperbolic the method of characteristics is very useful to obtain numerical
soIutions for the initial-boundary value probIems for this system. When the time integration step was chosen to verify the
restrictions implied by the second law of thermodynamics, as described in fl/ and the input data were exactly (18). then the
numerically found solution was exactly the homogeneous solution described above(see also 140. But, when some small
perturbation was introduced into the input data, for example by the initial shock introduced at the initial moment in (IS),
then the spatial homogeneity of stress and strain was lost in the interval (E,,%) and a wavy phenomena started to build up.
In the numerical calculations performed in this paper we have used the following entries: E=9500kgf/mm2,
~,=%=2200kgffmm~,
E2=566.6kgf/mm2,p=7.5*10-6kglmm3, 1=20mm, v*=-lOmm/sec. Therefore the average strain rate
was Em=0.5/sec.

From the numerical experiments presented here (see also 140 we observe that always when a small perturbation is
present we may conduct a spatially homogeneous process only on the ascending branches of the equilibrium curve (i.e.,
when G ' ~ ( E )>O). In the interval
this homogeneity is very sensitive to any small perturbation and it is easily lost, but
it is recovered again when this interval is leaved. See for example Fig 2. where a sawtooth-like deformation is observed.
When the loading test, at the constant average strain rate -v*A, illustrated in this figure is followed by an unloading test at
the oposite average strain rate v*D, then we may put into evidence a hysteretic behaviour of the solution. This behaviour
agrees qualitatively with the macroscopic and microscopic observations of stress-induced martensitic transformations
reported by Otsuka and all. I81 in a specimen of Cu-Al-Ni single crystal during a tensile test.

AVERAGE STRAIN

TIME (sec)

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Therefore, our rate-type mode (4+5) is able to describe different characteristics of the super-elastic loop in a hard
testing machlne experiment like the presence of a sharp peak at the yield point, the fluctuations observed in 181 on the
horizontal branches of the loop and also the strain localization.
According to Otsuka and all. 181 martensite formation is inhomogenwus and resembled to Liiders band
propagation. Our numerical experiments agree very well with these facts, and we can describe the successive formation
and propagation of strain bands through the specimen. In order to illustrate the way the strain localized successively, in
Fig. 3 we have depicted the strain history for different points of the bar.
The way the phase boundaries move through the specimen in a uniaxial tension test converting regions of
moderate stretch into regions of high stretch will be analysed elsewhere.
It is also of interest to remark that when a point x of the bar XE (0.1) passes through the spinodal region it supports
high accelerations (see Fig.4). Therefore, even if the srrain rate of the process is small it is unreasonable to neglige the
inertial terms in equations (I).

TIME (sec)
Fig. 4
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b) Soft device
We are interested now to simulate a soft-testing machine experiment. In this case the bar is f m l y fuced at one
end, the other being subjected to a given slightly increasing and then decreasing load o,(t), i.e. we have to determine the
solution of the following initial-boundaryvalue problem
E(x.O).=0, o(x,O)= 0, v(x,O) = 0, for any x E 10, I],
for t E [0, tJ,
(19)
o(0,t) =q(t)=
v(l,t) = 0,
for t E [O,2to)
-a(t-to)+2to,
for t E (to, 2tJ
where a=1000 kgf/mrn2 sec and t0=0.025sec..
In this case, using again the properties of the free energy function (6) and relation (5)* we deduce the following energy
inequality verified by the smooth solutions of the soft problem (19) for the viscoelastic system (1+3)

where e(t)=~(v2/2+v(&,o))(x,t)dx.
t.20 is the total energy of the bar at time t and ~,(t)=Jk(x,t)dx is the average strain rate.
0
0
This energetic inequality shows that the average energywf the body at time t is less than the average energy of the
initial data plus the work done on the entire body by the applied load q(t). We must remark that if the curve (oI(t),&,(t)),
te [O,T) is closed , i.e. ol(0) = o,(T) and E,(O)=&,(T), then the second term in inequality (20) is exactly the area of the
hysteresys loop. See Fig.5 which shows that a non-monotone equilibrium c w e of the visocoelastic model may give rise to
a superelastic loop.

5 Superelastic loop in the softtesting experiment (19).
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